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In Brief

Following her curious Doktor Glas (1968), a pessimistic adaptation of a 1905 novel
which had already been filmed in Sweden in 1942, Zetterling’s fourth film,
Flickorna, marked a return to form and to the preoccupations of her previous
work. Her most clever and complex satirical work, it takes for its subject the world-
changing ambitiousness of 1960s feminist theatre by juxtaposing scenes from
Aristophanes’s protofeminist Lysistrata with the lives of three women (Harriet
Andersson, Bibi Andersson and Gunnel Lindblom) involved in staging a touring
production of it in modern Sweden. As in Älskande par, the main concern is with
the relationships of its female leads to their respective and collective husbands
and partners (Gunnar Björnstrand, Erland Josephson and Frank Sundström), but
it was also to prove perhaps Zetterling’s first distinctly personal film, concerned
less with intricate plotting and shock effects than with drawing direct parallels to
her own life and career as well as the joys and frustrations of being any creative
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A common and not always successful gambit for adapting a classic play
to film is not to film the play, but instead film a group of modern actors
performing the play. The idea is that the universal and relevant aspect
of the old work will be reinforced when the actors realize that an
ancient drama relates directly to problems in their own lives.

Starting with Loving Couples in 1964, Swedish actress Mai Zetterling
directed and wrote (often with David Hughes) a series of unusually adult
films about modern relationships. Sexually frank but equally mature,
her pictures (Night Games, Doktor Glas) received plenty of art-house
exposure in the U.S.. The Girls is a contemporary story of actresses
dealing with fragmented lives during the tour of a classic Greek play.
Zetterling augments her usual insights into character with semi-fantastic
digressions, cinematic trickery, and an engaging sense of humor.

A professional theater company featuring several well-known actresses
tours the hinterlands with Aristophanes' Lysistrata, the play about wives
and lovers withholding sex from their men unless they abandon their
plans for war. Liz Lindstrad (Bibi Andersson) Marianne (Harriet Andersson) and Gunilla (Gunnel Lindblom) start the tour in good spirits,
until parallels between the play and their personal lives begin to get on their nerves. Their distant husbands and lovers (Gunnar
Björnstrand, Erland Josephson, Frank Sundström) think of them as over-emotional and shallow. When the women question the director
and producer about the meaning and purpose of the play, they're chided for taking things too seriously. Marianne, the kept woman
of a married man, wonders why she doesn't take better charge of her life. Liz must deal with being recognized in public and mobbed
by kids, and all three actresses are bothered in a restaurant by men looking for an easy pickup. After curtain calls one night in a provincial
town, Liz startles everyone by addressing the audience. She asks them what the play meant to them, what has been shared between
actors and public. When the only response is polite silence, Liz becomes even more confused about what it all means.

Once again I'm intrigued by the contrast between Mai Zetterling's vibrant, extroverted films and Ingmar Bergman's introspective
gloom-fests; it's good to be reminded that Scandinavian audiences are no more prone to philosophical self-absorption than film fans
in any other region. The Girls is about serious issues but maintains a playful attitude. Although aware of newly articulated feminist
thinking, Zetterling's women are neither symbols nor idealized in any way. Just as Lysistrata doesn't presume that the women's sex
strike is necessarily justified, The Girls presents us with a trio of emancipated females fully aware that that they're vain and selfish. The
director who criticizes his actresses for a lack of commitment behind their protests has a point, as none of them would claim that their
personal lives are in order. Marianne, Liz and Gunilla want to be recognized as loving women and as serious professionals knowing full
well that they really aren't in control of either role.

The Girls is a much lighter show than its theme would suggest. The women are unpredictable both on stage and off. They loudly reject
unwelcome male advances in a restaurant bar but are doubly conscious of the need to be attractive. Liz wants to be considered a
serious professional yet dotes on being recognized in a store. In one of the more amusing subplots, she tries to interact with her public
by more or less inviting a local businessman to invite her home to dinner with his wife. When Liz tries to get into an informal discussion
about lives and 'truth' the couple just stares at her, unequipped to open up on such subjects. Liz would reject the idea that she belongs
to some artistic elite apart from the common citizen, but she definitely finds that some kind of barrier seems to separate them.
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The film tries some perhaps Fellini-esque visual devices, many of which
succeed. Marianne's childish play in the snow with her married lover is
seen in such high contrast that they end up being dark details on a field
of white. A light-hearted chase scene interrupts a fashion show at an
indoor mall. Liz has complicated dreams (daydreams) of the men in her
life getting together in a boy's club to voice their liberation from foolish
women. Liz's dreams also rerflect the nagging thought that her
theatrical career is based on needy exhibitionism -- she imagines herself
stripping before a large audience of men.

The refreshing surprise is that none of these episodes come off as
pretentious, didactic, precocious or precious. Not a bit of the adult
content is exploitative, either. The Anderssons and Lindblom are a
delightful trio of nervy, vibrant females -- sexy but not coquettish and
sensual without debasing themselves. The Girls ends intriguingly as the
partying thespians dissolve into abstract patterns in distorting mirrors,
a choice that sounds artificial but works on film, even forty years later. 

http://www.dvdtalk.com/dvdsavant

Memories of “The Girls”

Christina Olofson’s Lines from the Heart (I rollerna tre, 1996), a joyful
celebration of these three exceptional Swedish actresses, of Zetterling’s
picture, of Zetterling herself, and that spark of creative genius or
madness that compels the artistic soul.

The house sits on a precipice where you can see Mont Blanc on a clear day. On this particular afternoon, however, you can’t see it for
the clouds. “Use your imagination,” suggests Gunnel Lindblom to Harriet Andersson, who laughs back, “but then it could be anything!”
The two actresses will soon be joined by Bibi Andersson (no blood relation to Harriet), who arrives in an old Toyota hatchback, a
reminder of how the business shortchanges so much of its best talent.

In 1988, Zetterling and Olofson discussed making a documentary about all the actresses who’d worked for Ingmar Bergman, with a
plan to gather them together for a reunion. But the timing could never be worked out and the project never took flight. After Zetterling
died from cancer in 1994, “I found there had been too little written about her and her life as a visionary filmmaker and actress,” recalled
Olofson in a statement that had been issued with Lines from the Heart. “Her idea for a film came back to me. The only film combining
the talents of Bibi Andersson, Harriet Andersson and Gunnel Lindblom was Mai’s The Girls, and it seemed a good idea to let these
three meet again and talk about their work and lives. It was obvious to me that this film should be made in Mai’s house in the south
of France, even if I at the time had no real reason for this.”

Their extraordinary work for Bergman can never be duplicated. Harriet appeared in Sawdust and Tinsel (1953), Smiles of a Summer
Night (1955), Through a Glass Darkly (1961), Cries and Whispers (1972), Fanny and Alexander (1982), and put the whammy on horny
teenage boys in Summer with Monika (1952). Gunnel was in The Seventh Seal (1957), Wild Strawberries (1957), The Virgin Spring (1960),
Winter Light (1962), The Silence (1963)—one of her best performances, and Scenes from a Marriage (1973). And Bibi’s films for Bergman
include Smiles of a Summer Night, The Seventh Seal, Wild Strawberries, The Magician (1958), The Devil’s Eye (1960), Persona (1966),
The Passion of Anna (1969), and Scenes from a Marriage.

Those sixteen, mostly excellent films represent less than a quarter of Bergman’s total output as a director. Several of them feature vivid
and complex women characters, though they’re ultimately shaped through the eyes and ears and sensibility of their male creator.
Bergman may have asked his actresses to bring something of themselves to the roles, but the final product always bears his stamp.
In Persona, a film centered around a nurse (Bibi Andersson) and her patient (Liv Ullman), Bibi does a miraculous job delivering ninety
percent of the script’s dialog that tears away the fabric of her character. However, the role is imbued not with misogyny but rather a
male resonance, proof of that inherent block separating the sexes that no amount of genius or cunning can ever transcend.

When Norman Jewison was set to film the story of Malcolm X, Spike Lee protested that only a black, someone who knew firsthand
the specific obstacles faced by the subject, was qualified to direct. Shouldn’t this theory extend to the sexes as well? Are men capable
of creating truly believable women on screen or in literature? Perceptive females may laugh at or choke on the limited male perspective,
no matter how ‘sensitive’ an artist (even one such as Bergman) may be. And then there are women, either too conditioned or too
apathetic, who readily concede to the stereotypes and clichés, and use them as role models. Zetterling understood this damaging
effect, and used The Girls to punch through archaic, stifling but still widely practiced conventions.

Born in Sweden, she had acted for Bergman, once, in Night Is My Future (1948). It was part of a ragtag career in front of cameras
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across Europe—“She didn’t feel at home in Sweden,” says Gunnel, “she became a true internationalist”—sometimes playing the
unlikely ingénue in thankless productions ground out like sausage. With the career came an odd following, a fan club from Hell. “I
didn’t have young, handsome men for admirers,” Zetterling once said. “I had unhappy creatures from loony bins. Crackpots who
whispered they’d pray for me, who sent me long poems about God, about reincarnation. These chosen few with the mark on their
foreheads have always been drawn to me and I to them.”

In the 1960s, she discovered herself as a director, first challenging sexual mores in a repressed society in Loving Couples (1964), and
then put a horrific spin on motherhood and fruitless nostalgia in Night Games (1966). Two years later, The Girls pounced on feminism
with a vengeance, realizing metaphoric castration as the key to some new order of world peace.

Co-writing the screenplay with her husband, novelist David Hughes, Zetterling traveled back to Aristophanes’s play, Lysistrata.
Written in 411 BC, the barbed political satire illustrates the title character’s solution to end the Peloponnesian War by urging the women
of Greece to withhold sex from their men. In The Girls, Bibi, Harriet and Gunnel portray actresses touring in a stage production of
Lysistrata, but their reality bends from the themes and insinuations of Aristophanes. The men in their lives are bothersome, vile
caricatures, while the women erupt into whirlwinds of anger.

Indeed, any form of subtlety—outside of the film’s performers—is effectively trashed. Zetterling does not honor her sex as much
as she envisions it as a prison. “I have been a woman for more than fifty years,” she wrote in her autobiography, “and yet I have never
been able to discover precisely what it is I am, how real I am. I ask myself—perhaps my femaleness is just a human disease.” By design
or not, this sentiment carries over to the catty male characters in the film while pointing all of humanity toward collapse. The denial
of sex is no longer a means to end war, but an end to life entirely.

The Girls is fiery polemic brimming with adroit passages, ripe dialog, and stretches of freewheeling abandon set in a seemingly
artificial landscape. Some scenes, such as the riot in the movie theatre where the entirely female audience throw tomatoes and eggs
at images of Hitler, Lyndon Johnson and other mid-century world leaders, sizzle with passion and anarchy. Harriet’s moment in the
department store, applying lipstick at the cosmetics counter but quickly fleeing at the sound of a crying baby, is capped off by a struggle
in the wind and rain, transparent symbolism that nonetheless works. The black and white photography of Rune Ericsson begins by
signaling passages from reality to fantasy in lighting and overexposed images; but once he and Zetterling allow these gimmicks to
blur with what’s ostensibly ‘real,’ we’re no longer certain of where we are.

“She was a witch,” says Bibi in Lines from the Heart, “quite mad.” Gunnel replies, “Mai was a socialist without using the vocabulary.”
Back in the kitchen at Zetterling’s house thirty years after The Girls, Zetterling’s dead and her three actresses reflect on the picture and
whatever else strikes their fancy. Christina Olofson films with an unobtrusive camera—compare Bibi’s warmth and intimacy in Lines
from the Heart with her rather distant presence in the interview sessions recorded in 2002 for MGM’s series of Bergman DVDs.

Zetterling named her home in France ‘Le Mazel,’ a play on the Yiddish word for luck. She described it as “a dilapidated castle on top
of an iron rock. Last summer this house was a huge sandcastle. Sand was sifted and the dust was whirling. Now it’s stone…I dream
of turning it into a hive of creativity for friends and soulmates.” She may have believed that luck was essential for a fulfilling life and
whatever happiness may be, but The Girls is the end result of mounting dissatisfaction and terminal frustration. It’s Edvard Munch’s
‘Scream’ moving rapidly and challenging us with fear and innuendo and anger, and the dreaded realization that we’ve been existing
in the belly of a monster beyond our comprehension. 

Ray Young, (http://home.comcast.net/~flickhead)
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